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COMPANY PROFILE
CAFERWA LTD is a Coffee exporting company based in Kigali, Rwanda which started its operation in
1995 with an objective of exporting coffee to different parts of the world. Caferwa Coffee is from single
origin on the shores of Lake Kivu, within an altitude of 1800-1700 m and the average rainfall of
1250mm. It is a special coffee from volcanic soils with clean acidity, full body flavor, and chocolate and
fruit aroma.
CAFERWA LTD owns five coffee washing stations:
NKORA CWS which is one of the biggest CWS in Rwanda with a capacity of producing 500MT of parchment coffee
per annual season. This coffee grows at an altitude of 1,490m on an average Rainfall in that area of 1,250mm per
annum. Nkora CWS specializes in processing of specialty coffee while building long-term relationship with farmers
who supplies cherries, the washing station uses wet processing method and natural sun drying system in coffee
processing. Nkora CWS has built a nursery school to facilitate farmer’s kids who supply coffee to the washing station,
Nkora CWS is USA Fairtrade certified.

CYEBUMBA CWS is located in KIVUMU/RUTSIRO/Western province. It has capacity of producing 60MT of parchment coffee
per annual season at an altitude of 1,900m. Cyebumba CWS works with 200 farmers grouped in a cooperative named
KODUKACYE, which can deliver 4 containers worth of cherries from their plantations. Caferwa encourages coffee growers by
providing them with training on best farming practices. Caferwa also provides financial support for the Fair Trade certification
process. Other incentives include a bonus scheme and disbursement of fertilizer/pesticide inputs throughout the year to maintain a
sustainable harvest for the farmers.

SHANGI CWS is located in NYAMASHEKE/Western Province. This coffee grows at an altitude of 1786m, Shangi
CWS has capacity of producing 80MT of parchment per annual season. Shangi CWS has been awarded by Cup of
excellence winner in 2013 and have been certified by Rainforest Alliance in 2016. No potato taste defect in
Shangi CWS area.

KIGEME CWS is located in KIGEME/NYAMAGABE/Southern Province. This coffee grows at an altitude of
2070m. Kigeme CWS is among our washing station that has a big organic coffee plantation with 6.4 hectares of
coffee plantations that is in process of certification. Kigeme CWS has a capacity of producing 100 MT of parchment
coffee per season. It is located close to Nyungwe forest, intense rainfall throughout the year, and all
cherries are harvested from elevated hills. Caferwa also owns its own organic farm at Kigeme CWS.
Kigeme coffee has Malic acidity coffees and complex floral in aroma. Kigeme coffee is also undergoing
organic certification
BULIZA CWS is located in BUREGA/RULINDO/Northern Province. Buliza CWS started its operations in 2007,
this coffee grows at an altitude of 1,790 m with a temperature of 18-19 degree Celsius. The washing station has
capacity of producing 80MT of parchment coffee per season, It use both wet processing and natural sun drying
processing. Buliza works with farmer Co-operative UCOCARU, who deliver coffee cherriesto the station.
Buliza CWS was among overall winners of Cup of Excellence in 2011. Buliza Coffee is characterized to have a
lot of sweetness, high density, and a longer shelf life. Buliza has also received numerous honors from
Cup of Excellence.

OUR VISION
Becoming a leading coffee producing company with specialty coffee from single origin while working
with farmers’ cooperatives to ensure the quality of coffee through its value chain.

OUR MISSION
To provide safe, perfect, delicious coffee products and excellent, reliable services to our customers.
To earn the trust of our customers, employees, partners and our community and to contribute to good
development and prosperity.

GOAL
Is to become a privileged supplier based on cost leadership, marketing of Coffee products, and support
of Coffee farmers improve farming practices.

OUR VALUES
· Honesty, Integrity, Reliability, Excellence
· To be open minded, to listen, to care and to be pro-active
· Maintaining focus.

OUR COFFEE PROCESSING – FROM CHERRIES TO CUP

